
Managing Change to Achieve Success



Tennis ball exercise  



Let’s start

• Assign a number to each person in your group, starting with 1 
and continuing until you run out of numbers 



Organize in groups with this sequence 

1 3 5 2 4 1

1 4 6 3 5 2 1

1 4 7 3 6 2 5 1

5 People

6 People

7 People



Process

• Your current process involves passing the ball from person to 
person, following the sequence provided (person 1 tosses to 
person 3 who tosses to person 5, and so forth) 

• Assign a time keeper / ball drop counter

• Practice your process one time – Time keeper please time how 
long it takes to complete the process in seconds

• Record your results up front. That’s your baseline!



Organize in groups with this sequence 

1 3 5 2 4 1

1 4 6 3 5 2 1

1 4 7 3 6 2 5 1

5 People

6 People

7 People



Aim

• Set a team aim/outcome: We wish to reduce the time taken 
from each person to touch the ball from X (your baseline) to Y 

• Form a theory, come up with a strategy, and in a minute we will 
start testing 

• Record your aim upfront.



Rules 

• The initial sequence as provided must be adhered to

• Both hands must touch the ball before the next person touches 

• You may only test ONE test idea at the time

• After each test the time keeper needs to come forward to 
report the data while the team discusses learning, adjust 
theory and prepares for the next test of change 



Did you Improve? 

• Did improvement happen? How do you know?

• Which group had the best time?

• What did they do differently from the others?

• How can you apply this to more complex aims? 



Outcomes of today’s session

Participants will:

1. Increase understanding of networked improvement 
communities and change management

2. Consider how these approaches may be leveraged to 
advance social-emotional learning

3. Sharpen thinking about the their own organizations’ 
approaches to building effective teams

4. Receive tools and “walk away” ideas on how to bolster their 
work to better impact complex systems



About the Rennie Center for Education 
Research & Policy

• Mission: improve public education through well-informed 
decision-making based on deep knowledge and evidence 
of effective policymaking and practice.

• Through a staunch commitment to independent research 
and constructive conversations, we work to promote 
an education system that provides every child with the 
opportunity to be successful in school and in life.



We are a capacity-builder  

Research

Policy

Program 

Engaged approximately 

50% 
of Massachusetts  schools 

districts in research, 
collaboration, and education 

improvement 



What does learning look like?

Image sources: http://ww2.kqed.org/mindshift/2012/06/08/10-awesome-outdoor-summer-learning-ideas/

http://www.renniecenter.org/research/SEL_policybrief.pdf

http://ww2.kqed.org/mindshift/2012/06/08/10-awesome-outdoor-summer-learning-ideas/
http://www.renniecenter.org/research/SEL_policybrief.pdf






MA Education Reform Act (1993)

Equity 

-Increased state funding

-Created minimum foundation

Standards

-New curriculum frameworks 

-MCAS and graduation standards

-Revision of teacher licensure

Accountability

-Evaluation of school and district 
performance (EQA)

-Increased state authority

Choice

-Expanded inter-district choice

-Authorized charter schools



Last Two Decades of Education Reform
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Gains Made, but Gaps Remain



College & Career Readiness



SEL Benefits

• SEL is key to life success: linked to higher academic 
achievement and higher lifetime earnings.

• Researchers have found a ROI of $11 for
every $1 invested in school-based SEL programs.







Key challenges from national scan

• Setting priorities

• Supporting operations

• Integrating with academic learning

• Monitoring and evaluation





Questions?



Rennie Center’s Change Management 
Framework 

Capacity Building | Improvement Community| Results & Learning | Research Framework | Communications|





Mass Production Industrial Model

• Divide Complex Knowledge into Simple Parts

• Create Narrow Standards for Each Part

• Separate classes of employees: Thinkers & Doers

S

Management

Labor

Thinks

Does

(Taylor, 1913)



Collaboration is a process through which 
stakeholders who see parts of the problem 
differently can explore these differences 
and construct solutions that are better 
than what they could achieve alone.  



ABC Unified School District

• 30 schools 

• 1,100 Educators 

• 21,000 Students

• 46% Reduced/Free Lunch

• 25% English Language Learners

• Long-term Union-Management Partnership

(Rubinstein & McCarthy, 2014)



Partnership Density

69% Density

(Rubinstein & McCarthy, 2014)



▪ Statistically Significant: P< .01
▪ Controls for SES
▪ Explains 54% of Variation in API 
Improvement

(Rubinstein & McCarthy, 2014)



Benefits of strong partnerships

1. Quality of Decisions

2. Quantity of Solutions

3. Focus on Implementation 

4. Greater Motivation through Voice



Building a Team Structure 

➢ Establish a compelling purpose (PoP)

➢ Clearly define roles and responsibilities

➢ Compose diverse team with intention 

➢ Generate team norms

➢ Create space and time to meet and learn



Negotiating Styles
Dr. Rollin Glaser and Christine Glaser
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Positional negotiations
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Options

Possible solutions or parts of solutions that 
require the agreement of both sides



Partnership-based practice

Options

Team A Team B

Options

Options Options



Negotiating Styles
Dr. Rollin Glaser and Christine Glaser
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“Having ‘positions’ is not as powerful as 
surfacing options. In the past the members of 

this group had positions and spent most of their 
time at odds. Now they work as one group.”

(Participant statement from independent evaluation of the DCP)



Checklist

Checklist

➢ Is the issue clearly defined?

➢ Are all interests are understood?

➢ Are all options are considered?

➢ Have all options been evaluated?

➢ Is this solution the best one?



Activity: Teaming Rubric 
Estimated Time: 10-minutes



Sharing out 

• Which of the 5 components is your organization’s 
strength?

• Where might your organization struggle?



Popcorn Discussion

• What influenced your rating?

• Were there certain prompt questions that resonated 
strongly with you? If yes, why? 

• What do you think are some strategies you could use 
to build upon strengths and improve upon weaker 
areas? 

• Was there anything from the day, so far, that will 
help your work on this topic? 



What’s Next? 

Shift in instructional 
practices and school 

cultures to support SEL 
skills

Expanded definition of 
student success to include SEL 

skills

Training, tools, data and network 
support to develop SEL skills for 

teachers and administrators

College and career 
readiness

Theory of Action

Use SEL data to inform 
decision making in 
practice and policy 



Rennie Center’s work on SEL

REPORT: Social and Emotional Learning: Opportunities for 
Massachusetts, Lessons for the Nation – available at 
www.renniecenter.org/topics/SEL_policy.html

© 2015 by Rennie Center 
for Education Research & 
Policy 

More SEL: Rennie Center’s Condition of Education in the 
Commonwealth 2016 – Provides an annual, evidence-based 
review of student progress and proficiency throughout the 
education pipeline from birth into adulthood. 2016 
focused on social and emotional learning in 
Massachusetts and produced a data report and 
action guide for policymakers.

http://www.renniecenter.org/topics/SEL_policy.html

